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ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING, COMPOSITION, & GRAMMAR

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: READING & LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL STUDIES

By the end of Kindergarten,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

Learn the names and values of coins through play and

real-world experiences

Produce and extend patterns using shapes, colors, lines,

movements, and objects

Practice math skills using game-based learning in

cooperation with a partner

Orally count and recognize numbers to 110, and skip

count by 2s, 5s, and 10s

Model and create addition and subtraction stories using

concrete objects

Lead the class in calendar and weather routines

Recognize letter names and orally produce letter sounds

of consonants, long vowels, and short vowels

Independently read grade-level books using both sight

words and decodable words and be able to retell the story

Recognize 70 sight words and be able to use their correct

spelling when writing sentences

Learn about several authors through Author Studies

Use reading skills acquired in Kindergarten to read to

PreKindergarten classes with confidence and fluency

Learn about different types of writing including, but not

limited to, poetry, non-fiction, fiction, biography, and

fairy tales

Write simple dictated words and sentences with correct

letter formation, capitalization, spacing, and

punctuation

Understand when it is appropriate and necessary to use

an Uppercase letter

Write the 70 sight words that they learn to read

Produce written journal entries throughout the year

Write letters to family members and people in our

communities for holidays

Write their first and last name with correct letter

formation and correct Uppercase letter usage

Develop knowledge of Native Americans, ways they

lived, and how they are similar to us

Understand and be able to describe different careers in

our community

Know at a deeper level the stories behind the national

holidays

Produce several arts and crafts that represent different

community members

Participate in a Christmas performance

Participate in several service projects with the school to

show how giving back is a part of being a 

       good citizen



SPANISH

SCIENCE

By the end of Kindergarten,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

RELIGION

CYBER SKILLS & CITIZENSHIP

Compare body parts and behaviors of different animals

and understand what the animals need to survive

Identify the four main parts of a tree and be able to

discuss their functions

Explain where wood comes from and describe ways wood

is used in their daily lives

Learn about the life cycle of a chicken through classroom

experiences with hatching eggs in an incubator

Explore and collect nature objects produced by trees

(leaves, berries, bark, seeds, etc.) at the Flowing Wells

Campus and on the playground

Produce their own recycled paper

Indicate likes/dislikes in rehearsed activities (Me gusta /

No me gusta)

Say the date and day of the week and report weather

information

Comprehend and answer rehearsed oral questions using

basic vocabulary sets such as colors, numbers, familiar

objects, people and body parts

Participate in authentic songs, games, and sayings and

learn about Spanish culture and traditions

Participate in arts and crafts during Hispanic

celebrations

Recite theme related rhymes and songs such as “La

araña pequeñita” (The Itsy Bitsy Spider)

Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as
well as in stories of scripture and liturgical action
Gain religious language and enhance their spiritual
experience through wonder and play
Engage with Godly Play top-tier core stories including
Sacred Stories, Parables, and Liturgical Action stories

Learn to practice participating well in community

Make meaning from biblical stories through hands-on and

creative response activities

Learn to wonder about God and stories

Fully utilize the iPad to include turning on, locating and opening
apps, using the  headphone jack, volume controls, and the various
functions of the home button
Create and upload digital presentations to their electronic
portfolios via SeeSaw
Understand the importance of logging out of accounts and devices
to keep their information private
Understand that school devices are for educational uses only
Understand the importance of keeping their devices safe and
secure

Produce short videos and screencasts

Experience an introduction to coding



By the end of Kindergarten,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

ART

MUSIC

EXPERIENCES & PERFORMANCES

Recognize and use soft/loud, softer/louder with voice and

instruments

Recognize high/low sounds and identify upward and

downward movement

Recognize and clap along to a steady beat.

Listen to and recognize different musical styles and songs

from other countries

Recognize/identify different phrases and sections in songs

Perform a Christmas program on and off-campus

Perform in spring musical performance "Around the

World"

Students are comfortable navigating the art room, aware

of proper use and care of materials

Select from various prompts and establish their own

illustrative responses

Create art that represents natural and constructed

environments

Understand basic art color theories such as primary colors

and how they are the foundation for all other colors

Learn how to mix colors and the difference in that process

with different mediums

Practice the proper way to look at a piece of art and

critique by asking specific questions to encourage proper

art vocabulary

Learn that making art isn’t always about the product but in

fact about the active process

Field Trips to EDS Flowing Wells Campus for Experiential Learning
Opening Convocation

Panther Pals
Jud C. Hickey Center

Acolyte in Weekly Chapel Service
Augusta University's Storyland Theatre

Thanksgiving Feast
"Happy Birthday, Baby Jesus" Kindergarten Christmas Performance

All-School Christmas Sing Along

 
Episcopal Schools Week All-School Chapel

Morris Museum of Art
Lower School Olympic Day

All-School Grandparents & Grandfriends Day
After School Enrichments Showcase

First Grade Sneak-a-Peek
End of the Year Portfolio Celebration

Closing Convocation
Kindergarten Moving Up Ceremony

NATURE KINDERGARTEN

EDS Nature Kindergarten follows the same curriculum guidelines as our Walton Way
Kindergarten program, while utilitzing items found in their natural surroundings on our

Flowing Wells Campus.  Our full-day Nature Kindergarten program teaches students
independence, self-confidence, creativity, and teamwork through daily exploration. 


